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After the Congress authorizes a water resources study,
the Eureau of Reclaem.ioin and the Corps of Engineers prepare
reports on the economic and environmental feasibility of
carryina out alternative solutions to the probltm under study.
The Water Resources Council, a policy aud coordinatin? body, has
established Principle,' and Standards for Planning Water and
fielace; Land Resources. These guidelines rcquire that at least
two alternative plans be presented in each feasibility report,
onf: stressing economic development and the other environmental
enhancement. Both agencies have adopted internal regulations
incorporatinq these principles and st&ndards.
Findings/Conclusions: Bureau of Reclamation reForts,
particularly older oAes, have not provided adequate information
on alternatives. Current reports include more information but do
not consistently address important issues, comply wit. current
procedures, or contdin comparable details cn alternatives.
Current procedures, lonfg with proposed changes if properly
implemented, should increase the amount of information ani
improve the consistepcy of data presented on alternatives. Corps
of Engineers Leports generally are well-organized and address
alternatives but voud Provide a better basis fcr managesent
decisions if: the orqanization and format of each report were
standardized and corsistently presented, more detailed
information were precgqed for each altern.tive, and both
advaitages and disadvantages for each viable alternative were
discussed. New draft g-ency regulations, when fully in use,
should improve the agencies' presentation of project
alternatives. The ageacies should, in their procedures and
regulations, classify their budgets according to mission needs



and solicit proposals Eom other agencies and private industry
whe-, considerinq altrfitVives during feasibility studims4
(Author/SV) .
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Improved Formulation Ard
Presentation Of Water Resources
Project Alternatives Provide A Basis
For Better Management Decisions
After the Congress authorizes a water re-
sources study, the Bureau of Reclamation and
the Corps of Engineers prepare reports on the
economic and environmental feasibility of
carrying out alternative solutions to the
problem under study.

More should be done by these agencies to
provide a better basis for cor.gressional deci-
sions on the need for a particular project and
the best alternative for mc-ting that need.

New draft agency regulations, when fully in
use, should improve the agencies' presentation
of project alternatives.

CED-7842 FEBRUARY 1, 1978



COMPTROLLR GEENERAL OF THE UNIT'ED StATs
WASHITmNTO, D.C. 2

B-167941

The Honorable Edmund S. Muskie,
Chairman

The Honorable Henry Bellmon,
Ranking Minority Member

Committee on the Budget
United States Senate

In accordance with your August 5, 1977, request, this
report discusses the Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of En-
gineers procedures and regulations concerning project feasi-
bility studies and the presentation of alternatives for
individual projects in the feasibility reports submitted by
each agency to the Congress for authorization. This report
responds to one main area of the request. As agreed with
your office, reports addressing other areas of the request
will follow.

At your request, we did not obtain written agency com-
ments. The matters covered in the report, however, were dis-
cussed with both Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers
officials, and their comments are incorporated where appro-
priate.

While we found somne weaknesses in the feasibility reports
reviewed, this report contains no recommendations because both
the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers have al-
ready initiated actions which should improve the presentation
of alternatives in future feasibility reports.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly an-
nounce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution
of this report until 7 days from the date of the report. At
that time, we will send copies to appropriate Senate and
House committees; the Acting Director, Office of Management
and Budget; and the heads of departments and agencies di-
rectly involved.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GEMERAL'S IMPROVED FORMULATION A-fDREPCORT TO THE COMMITTEE PRESENTATION OF WATER RESOURCESON THE BUDGET £ROJECT ALTERNATIVES
UNITED STATES SENATE PROVIDE A BASIS FOR

BETTER MANAGEMENT nFlRCI-IONS

DIGEST

Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers
water resources projects are authorized by the
Congress. Before authorizationr, each agency
prepares detailed feasibility reports assessing
the water and related resources problems and
needs in the area under study.. These reports
identify alternative solutions to the problems.
However, their presentation can be improved by
in-.luding more information on viable alte -
natives.

The Water Resources Council--a policy and
coordinating body--has established Principles
and Standards for Planning Water and Related
Land Resources. These guidelines require thatat least two alternative plans be presented
in each feasit .ity report--one stressing
economic development and the other environ-
mental enhancement. Both agencies have adopted
internal regulations incorporating these
principles and standards. However, if Bu-
reau and Corps reports better presented infor-
mation on alternatives the Congress would have
a better basis for choosing the best plan.
(See p. 1.)

Bureau reports, particularly older ones, have
not provided adequate information on altecna-
tives. Their current ones do include more
information but do not

--consistently address important issues,

-- comply with current procedures, or

--contain comparable details on alternatives.
(See p. 3.)

AL. S3bu. Upon removal, the reportcover date should be noted hereon. ED-78-4i ~~~~CED-78-42



Current procedures, along with proposed
changes if properly implemented, should in-
crlase the amount of information and improve
the consistency of data presented on alterna-
tives. (See p. 8.)

There are several additional factors not in
Bureau reports and not specifically required
by Bureau instructions that might help the
committees evaluate the alternatives presented.
For example, additional information concerning
the degree and composition of public support
and project beneficiaries could be developed.
(See pp. 7 and 8.)

Corps reports generally are we-l-organized andaddress alternatives but would provide a bet-
ter basis for management decisions if

--the organization and format of each report
were standardized and consistently presented,

-- more detailed information were presented for
each alternative, and

-- both advwntages and disadvantages for each
viable alternative were discussed (See pp.
11 and 12.)

Corps officials said that draft revisions to
their regulations will require a standardized
report format and equal treatment of alterna-
tive plans in feasibility reports.

GAO also reviewed several Corps summary state-
ments for proposed projects which had been
presented at congressional hearings. These
statements addressed project alternatives butlimited the discussion to about one paragraph.
More detailed discussion of the advantages
of each viable alternative along with its bene-
fit cost could be useful to the committee (See
p. 12.)

The Office of Management and Budget, in
Circular A-109, provides yuidance to Federal
agencies in procurring and acquiring ;aior
systems. However, neither the Bureai nor
the Corps has fully implemented this circular.
To fully comply with circular requirements,
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the agencies must, in their procedures and
regulations, (1) classify their budgets accord-
ing to mission needs and (2) solicit proposals
from other agencies and private industry when
considering alternatives during feasibility
studies. These changes should increase the
competition for developing solutions to a
particular problem. (See pp. 15 to 17.)

As requested by the committee, GAO did not ob-
tain formal agency comments, but matters in
the report were discussed with agency offi-
cials and their views ware considered where
appropriate. They generally agreed with GAO's
observations; however, Corps officials stressed
that the full effect of proposed changes will
only be realized as new feasibility studies
are conducted from the beginning.

Tar Shue iii
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CHAPTER 1

INTr'DUCTION

On Augqst 5, 1977, the CLrirmen and Ranking Minority
Member of the Senate Committee on the Budget requested that
we study waeter resources p/ograms, concentrating on those
aspects that affect the authorization of individual projects.
We agreed to present the results of our study to the Commit-
tee in a series of separate reports.

This report responds to one main area of the request.
Th oommittee asked that we outline a procedure whereby
tht benefits and costs of alternatives to individual proj-
eccs would be identified for authorizing committees. The
request stated further that this information would make
possible rigorous comparisons with the standard benefit-
cost ratio analyses on water projects end provide for well-
informed decisions as to the need for particular projects.

In subsequent meetings with the Committee, we agreed
to limit our work to a review of Bureau of Reclamation and
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers procedures and regulations
concerning project authorization studies and a selective
review of several Leports they each submitted to the Con-
gress for authorization and approval. We also agreed that,
instead of outlining alternative procedures, we would com-
ment on the procedures currently being used by both agencies.

REGULATIONS REQUIRE PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

After the Congress authorizes a study, the Bureau and
the Corps follow internal regulations to prepare feasibility
reports which identify and assess the water and related
resources problems and needs in the area under study. These
reports identify alternative solutions to the problem and
address the economic and environmental feasibility of
carrying them out. For example, alternative solutions to
a flooding problem could include a dam, dikes, levies, or
flood plain management.

Over th- last several years, th9 multiobjective planning
concept has evolved largely through the efforts of the U.S.
Water Resources Council 1/, established in 1965 as a policy and

1/The Water Resources Council, established by the Water Re-
saurces Planning Act of 1965, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1962,
et seq) consists of the Secretaries of the Interior;
Agriculture; the Army; Commerce; Housing and Urban Develop-
ment; Transportation; the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency; and the Chairman of the Federal Power
Commission.



coordinating body. The Council's efforts reflect the chang-ing public viewpoints which have shifted from an economic
emphasis toward greater recognit.%n of environmental andsocial values. In October 1973 the Council established"Principles and Standards for Planning Water and RelatedLand Resources." These standards require that at least twoalternative plana be prepared for each proposed project.One plan stresses the enhancement of national economicdevelopment by increasing the value of the Nation's out-put of goods and services and improving national economicefficiency. The other plan stresses enhancement of thequality of the environment by the management, conservation,preservation, creation, restoration, or improvement of thequality of certain natural and cultural resources and eco-logical systems. The Council's principles and standardsalso require that each agency prepare a Final EnvironmentalStatement in accordance with the National EnvironmentalPolicy Act of 1969. This statement is included as partof the feasibility report.

The Bureau and Corps have both adopted regulations in-corporating the Council's standards governing, planning,conducting, and reporting on feasibility studies. A de-tailed discussion of these regulations as well as an analy-sis of the agencies' presentation of these alternatives isincluded in chapters two and three.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review was made primarily at the Bureau's Engi-neering and Research Center, Denver, Colorado, and Corpsheadquarters, Washington, D.C. We examined pertinentBureau and Corps procedures, guidelines, and regulations,and reviewed 11 project feasibility reports. (See app.II.) We also interviewed responsible officials of bothagencies and obtained the views of staf. members of theHouse and Senate authorizing committees.

As previously agreed with the committee, we limitedthe scope of our review to an evaluation of agency proce-dures and report f.;rmat with a view toward evaluating theway each aiency presents alternatives to the Congress atthe projec: authorization stage.
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CHAPTER 2

FORMULATION AND PRESENTATION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

BY THE BUREAU

Current Bureau guidelines and reports provide moredetailed information on formulating and presenting alterna-
tive means of accomplishing project objectives than olderones. However, we found that even the more recent reports
do not consistently address important issues, comply with-Jrrent procedures, or contain comparable details on alter-
natives.

The Bureau cooperates with other governmental entitiesin performing broad national and regional assessments of
river basin plans.

The Bureau differentiates project investigations interms of detail and subject matter and conducts three typesof project investigations:

-- Appraisal investigations are brief preliminary studies
to determine the desirability of proceeding to a
feasibility investigation.

--Feasibility investigations are detailed studies au-
thorized by law which provide the basis for project
authorization.

--Advance-planning studies are conducted after the proj-
ect is authorized and before construction is initiated
to assure that the project plan is current and tech-
nically adequate for proceeding with final design and
construction.

T1e Assistant Commissioner for Resource Planning pro-
vides policy direction for the Bureau's water resources
planning and supervises the activities of the Division ofPlanning in Washington, D.C., and the Division of PlanningCoordination in Denver, Colorado.

Technical expertise at the Engineering and Research
Center in Denver, Colorado, is provided to the regional direc-tors through the D.vision of Planning Coordination. In turn,each regional director is responsible for Bureau planning inhis geographical area. The regional planning officer is re-sponsible to the regional director for the technical phasesof each investigation and the preparation of planning reports.The regional director, at his discretion, may assign thespecific appraisal, feasibility, or special investigations
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and advance planning and preconstruction activities to a
field-planning cfficer or a project manager.

NEW INSTRUCTIONS REQUIRE DETAILED
PRESENTATIO4N OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

The Bureau is finalizing a series of instructions in
all technical aspects of project planning, including plan
formulation and report preparation, coordination, and re-
view. These instructions incorporate the principles and
standards established by the Council. The Chief, Division of
Planning Coordination, told us that although the instruc-
tions on plan formulation and report preparation and review
have been completed and presently are bein? followed, they
have not been formally approved. The completed instructions
were forwarded for implementation to the Bureau's regional
offices in December 1977. He said that once the remaining
instructions are completed, the whole series of i ,tructions
will be formally issued on the same date.

Formulating alternatives according
to the new instructions

In general, when there are competing demands for water
resources use, the new instructions call for the development
of at least two alternative plans. One plan must emphasize
the national economic objectivep the other, the environmental
quality objective. Additional alternatives which represent
a mix of these two objectives also may be formulated to
achieve the best plan. The formulation of a single plan is
allowed when the two objectives are complementary or noncom-
petitive.

The levae of detail for individual alternatives should
increase as the selective process of study attrition narrows
to arrive at the final set of viable plans. However, the
amount of detail should be comparable for each of the remain-
ing feasible alternatives.

All the alternative plans, which are developed and car-
ried through the complete planning process, are supposed to
meet tests for acceptability, effectiveness, efficiency, and
completeness.

Presenting alternatives according
to the new instructions

Bureau instructions for presenting alternatives require
that displays of the beneficial and adverse effects of each
plan should provide the framework for evaluating
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-- the plan's effectiveneus it, meeting the objectives by
comparing plan accomplishments with projected needs
and indicating how successfully the plan meets those
needs,

-- the differences among tie plans in terms of their con-
tributions toward meeting area goals,

---the tradeoff between monetarily-measured alternatives
and those which are not subject to dollar measurements.
and

-- the cost-allocation and cost-sharing requirements.

To facilitate comparison of alternatives, summaries of
the major impacts should be prepared which bring'together in
one set of tables or exhibits, information on each plan eval-
uated, including

-- information on the structural and nonstructural fea-
tures,

-- type and quantity of services provide-,

-- investment costs,

--operation, maintenance, and replacement costs,

--national economic development effects,

--regional development effects,

--environmental quality effects,

--social impacts,

-- cost allocations, and

-- repayment and cost-sharing aspects.

The final selection of a plan must be evaluated on its
contribution to the multiobjectives and should not be based
on an analysis of the most justified plan, within the view-
point of a single objective. The soc.al, environmental, and
economic indicators should provide the means to evaluate
plans to meet planning goals, and esisentially, the selection
should be the plan which best uses the resources available
to meet the people's needs.

When there are major.conflicts and competition among
alternative uses of water and related land resources, two
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or more plans may be formally recommended; for example, onerecommendation for an economic objective and one for an en-vironmental objective. However, usually only one plan isrecommended.

CURRENT REPORTS PROVIDE MORE INFORMATION,
BUT IMPROVEMENTS -ARE STILL NEEDED

The Bureau's recent reports include more information
about project alternatives than prior reports. However,because the instructions are new, many of the rerorts wereviewed did not fully comply with the new procedures orprovide information sufficient to provide an adequate com-
parison of the alternatives.

We reviewed six Rureau reports which were prepared forproject authorizations between November 1963 and June 1976--
two older feasiblility reports, three recent feasibility re-ports, and a recent interim report.

The two older feasibility reports contained little in-formation concerning alternatives to the recommended plan.One report did not discuss alternatives and the other con-tained a single page of narrative on alternatives. This nar-
rative provided inadequate aotail to permit a comparison ofalternatives to the recommended plan.

The four recent reports contained greater information
on alternatives but did not completely follow recent Bureauinstructions and presented alternative information in varyingdegrees of detail. Only two of these reports presented an
alternative meeting the national economic objectives and theenvironmental quality objective as required by the new Bureauinstructions and the Council's standards. Both of these re-ports also presented additional alternatives, but only onemeasured each alternative against the criteria of acceptabil-
ity, effectiveness, efficiency, and completeness as requiredby Bureau instructions. The two remaining reports did notprovide this type of information.

Three of the four reports presented sufficient iLtorma-tion about benefits and costs as well as environmental andsocial effects to allow comparison of project alternatives.
Two of these reports displayed information on alternativebenefits, costs, and other features in schedules and tables.The third report provided benefit-cost informatic., only inthe narrative, making comparison among alternatives moredifficult.
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ADDTIONAL INFORMATION MIGHT BE USEFUL TO
AUTHORIZING COMMITTEES

Reports presented to authorizing committees should
contain enough information for committees to evaluate the
various alternatives for a proposed project and compare the
advantages and disadvantages of etch. Although the current

Bureau reports we reviewed ccnta4 ed more of this type infor-
mation than older reports, proposed Bureau procedures require

additional information; therefore, inclusion vf other infor-
mation not addressed by the Bureau may be helpful.

During our review we identified several areas of consid-
eration not included in the six reports examined or specifi-

cally re lired in prcposed Bureau instructions. We think
they would be beneficial to the authorizing committees when

evaluating the various alternatives for a proposed project.
They were discussed with officials frogi the Bureau And Corps,

who commented on the practicability of including t..ese in
future feasibility reports. Those which Bureau officials
felt had merit are discussed below. The Corps comments are

discussed on page 12.

impact on national policies

Various project alternatives can have a widely varying
effert on .ational issues such as energy development and

usage. Presenting alternative plans in a format which
clearly indicates their impact on such issues would permit
additional comparison of project alternatives. For example,
whenever a project, such as agricultural irrigation, diverts

water upstream from hydroelectric generation facilities and

does not return it to the stream flow, downstream consumers
lose an opportunity to use this water for power generation.
Better comparisons could be made if each alternative plan
showed opportunity costs, such as these power losses. Bureau
officials agreed that this was a valid consideration which
might be helpful if included in future reports.

Project beneficiaries

Pecause alternatives generally provide different solu-
tiois for a particular need, different inldividuals may bene-
fit depending on which alternative is selected. Better in-
formation could be provided as to which segment of society
may benefit from the project if beneficiaries were identified
for each alternative. For example, the total number of
beneficiaries and average increased yield per farm derived

from the project could be identified for irrigation proj-
ects. Also, percentage of to'al project costs to be repaid
by beneficiaries could be developed for each alternative.
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Bureau officials agreed that this information could beprovided for beneficiaries of either irrigation or municipaland industrial water projects but stated it might not bepractical to develop this information for other projectssuch as those that generate hydroelectric power.

Public support

Bureau procedures include public involvement in the plan-ning process, and its reports frequently discuss public sup-port for proposed projects. However, another dimension wouldbe provided if project proposals also identified the degreeand composition of the support. For example, does the generalpublic support the project or does the support emanate froma special interest group? The inclusion of these and anyother important or unique elements in the presentation ofproject alternatives would provide additional informatior forCommittee use in the authorization process. Bureau officialsagreed that this would provide an additional basis for compar-ing alternatives.

BUREAU COMMENTS

Information concerning the Bureau was discussed with Bu-reau officials and their comments have been incorporated inthe report. They generally agreed with the information pre-sented and commented that the overall presentation was verytair.

CONCLUSIONS

Bureau feasibility reports, particularly older ones,have not provided adequate information on project alterna-tives. The current reports we reviewed included more informa-tion on alternatives but were inconsistent in the ameunt andtype of information provided. Current procedures, along withproposed changes, when properly implemented, should increasethe amount of information provided and improve the consistencyof data presented on project alternatives. This should pro-vide authorizing committees with a better basis for comparingalternative proposals.
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CHAPTER 3

FORMULATION AND PRESENTATION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

BY THE CORPS

Much thought, analysis, and work is undertaken before
m Corps water resources projects are authorized and built.
Normally, these projects undergo steps, such as feasibility
studies, and advanced engineering and design before construc-
tion is started. The Corps studies and reports on alterna-
tives to recommended projects during the feasibility stage of
project development.

Corps regulations provide guidance for formulation and
presentation of fensibUiity reports in accordance with the
Council's principle, and standards. The feasibility reports
we reviewed generally were consistent with Corps regulations.
However, improvements could be made which would provide a
better basis for management decisions. These are discussed
in dzacal on page 11.

NEW R"GULATIONS TO REQUIRE MORE
INFORMATION ON ALTERNATIVES

Although existing regulations require that alternatives
be addressed in project feasibility studies, new draft regu-
lations would require more detailed information and a con-
sistent presentation and format.

Feasibility studies are conducted by the Corps district
offices and reviewed at Corps headquarters under guidance
provided in integrated engineering regulations encompassing
multiobjective planning for water and land resources. Two of
these regulations--Formulation of Alternatives (task 2),
ER 1105-2-230, November 10, 1975, and Organization and General
Content of Feasibility Reports, ER 1105-2-402, December 3,
1973--deal specifically with the formulation and presentation
of alternatives. A brief summary of these regulations is
Iresented below.

The Fcrmulation of Alternatives regulation requires that
alternatives be '1) considered which were developed by other
Federal agencies, States, and regional or local government
agencies, (2) identified, which may satisfy the planning ob-
jectives, (3) categorized according to the planning objec-
tive(s) which they address, and (4) developed to determine
if they are feasible. According to the regulation, alterna-
tive plans must be based on different sets of criteria. For
example, the regulation calls for the formulation of at
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least one plan which optimizes national economic development
and one which emphasizes environmental quality. Other plans
may be developed which represent a mix of these two objec-
tives. The regulation also requires that all the alterna-
tive plans presented must be able to be fully implemented and
feasible for selection.

The Organization and General Content of Feasibility
Reports regulation provides guidance on report presentation.
It requires that survey reports emphasize and present in
detail only the data and analysis for the recommended plan.
Proposed draft revisions to this regulation will place
greater emphasis on the presentation of alternatives by re-
quiring equal treatment of alternative plans in feasibility
reports. Specifically, the draft regulation calls for the
presentation of information on the final array of alterna-
tive plans comparable in enough detail to display the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each alternative as well as the
recommended project.

INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS
SHOULD ASSIST IN IMPLEMENTING NEW RECULATIONS

Officials told us that the Corps has two programs which
should assist district officials in consistently applying the
regulations mentioned above--the Intensive Management Program
and a regulation implementation training program.

The Intensive Management Program requires both the Office
of the Chief of Engineers and Corps divisions to play a more
extensive role in the monitoring and management of district
survey studies. This includes annual meetings with field
planning personnel to provide guidance and review program per-
formance. Field staff surveys are relatively complex and are
based on many local inputs and agreement. Consequently, re-
sulting reports are not readily alterable at the headquarters
level once they near the final stage of completion. In recog-
nition of this, the Intensive Management Program provides for
earliae review by higher authority at a time when it can be
more effective. This review occurs during various stages of
plan formulation when key decisions are being made concern-
ing alternatives and the direction of the ensuing supportive
planning effort.

The Corps' training program provides guidance on conduct-
ing feasibility studies according to applicable regulations.
Corps officials told us 18 training sessions have been coil-
ducted and that about 750 headquarters and field staff have
received this training.

10



IMPROVEMENTS CAN BE MADE IN
PRESENTING ALTERNV---

We reviewed five Corps feasibility reports which wereprepared between January 1973 and May 1977. The reportsrepresented various types of proposed projects and were pre-pared in five different Corps divisions--New England, Ohio
River, Missouri River, South Pacific, and North Pacific.

Although all the reports reviewed were generally well-organized and addressed alternatives to the recommended proj-ect, the presentations would have provided a better basis formanagement decisions if (1) the organization and format ofeach feasibility report were consistently presented, (2) moredetailed information had been presented for each alternative
(comparable to that provided for the recommended project),and (3) both advantages and disadvantages were discussed foreach alternative and the recommended plan.

In addition to the feasibility reports, we reviewed
several Corps summary statements for proposed projects whichhad been presented at congressional hearings. We found thatthese summary statements addressed project alternatives butlimited the discussion to about one paragraph and did notpLovide benefit-cost analyses.

The number of alternatives included in each report andthe manner in which they were organized and presented varied.One report presented nine alternatives while two others pre-sented only three. All but one of the reports complied wit.the Council's standards which require a presentation of atleast two alternative plans, one stressing national economicdevelopment and t' e other stressing environmental quality.However, the study which failed to comply with the Council'sstandards was prepared before these standards became effec-
tive. Three reports also presented at least one additional
alternative which represented a mix of the Council's two ob-jectives. Another report presented the alternatives in sucha way that it was difficult to determine exactly how manywere considered and whether those presented were actuallyalternatives or variations of the recommended plan.

Each report discussed alternatives to the Corps' recom-mended plan along with the associated benefit costb. How-ever, none of tne reports adequately presented information
on alternatives to allow them to be seriously considered inlieu of the recommended plan. Most of the reports we re-viewed presented the alternatives in the body of the report
along with the reasons the recommended plan was selected.Detailed information on the recommended plan was then pre-sented in one of the appendixes to the report. Comparable
information was not included for alternative plans.
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Although alternatives to the recommended plan were
discussed in each study, the language describing the alterna-
tives was generally negative, stressing the reasons they
were not the best solution. In contrast, the language dis-
cussing the recommended plan was much more positive. Only
one of the studies discussed the weaknesses of the recom-
mended plan and only two studies stressed the strengths of
project alternatives.

Authorizing committee staff members told us that be-
cause of time constraints before congressional hearings on
proposed projects, they rely heavily on summary statements
prepared by the Corps for these hearings. One of the com-
mittee staff members said that a two-page summary of alter-
natives would assist the committee in deciding whether a
project should be approved.

We reviewed the summary statements prepared by the Corps
for four such hearings and found that although alternatives
were discussed in each instance, they generally were limited
to about one paragraph and the benefit costs of the alterna-
tives were not presented.

CORPS COMMENTS ON USEFULNESS
OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

During our review of the Bureau's procedures and fea-
sibility repor:s, we identified several additional areas of
consideration, not presently included in Pureau procedures or
reports, that we thought might be beneficial to the authoriz-
ing committees when evaluating various alternatives for a
proposed project. (See p. 7.) These also were discussed
with the Corps to obtain their comments on the practicability
of including this type of information in future feasibility
reports.

Corps officials agreed that the three additional consid-
erations discussed with the bureau--impact on national poli-
cies, project beneficiaries, and public support--had merit
and might be useful to the authorizing committees in future
feasibility reports. Specifically, they stated that the
Corps is stressing public involvement and that the trend in
future reports will be toward providing more information on
public support for various alternatives. They also said that
additional information concerning project beneficiaries mightbe useful to the authorizing committees when comparing proj-
ect alternatives.
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CONCLUSIONS AND AGENCY COMMENTS

Although each of the Corps reports we reviewed weregenerally well-organized and addressed several project alter-natives, the presentation of alternatives could be improved.

A standardized format for the presentation of alterna-
tives would make it easier to compare and analyze the various
alternatives and provide a better basis for well-informed
decisions as to the need for a particular project and thebest alternative to meet that need. Corps officials told usthat a new draft regulation will require a standardized re-
port format.

If authorizing committees are to have a better basis fordetermining whether a project should hb authorized and whichalternative should be selected, more detailed information
on each of the alternatives is needed. Thus, it is impor-tant that the strengths and weaknesses of each alternativebe discussed objectively to enable the authorizing committees
to compare them better. Corps officials told us that draftrevisions to the regulation on organization and general con-tent of feasibility reports require equal treatment of alter-native plans. Specifically, the draft regulation requiresthat the presentation of information on the final array of
alternative plans be comparable in detail, discussing theadvantages and disadvantages of each alternative.

Our review of congressional hearing summary statementsshowed that information on alternatives was limited to aboutone paragraph. An expansion of these summary statements toinclude a more detailed discussion of the advantages and dis-advantages of each viable alternative along with benefit-
cost information could be useful to the committees in decid-ing on the best solution. Corps officials agreed and saidthat if the committees requested such information, they wouldbe happy to provide it.

In summary, Corps officials said that new regulationshave been drafted which standardize the report format and re-
quire equal treatment of alternatives. They said they be-lieve that guidance provided in current regulations along
with the proposed changes will result in a more thorough
evaluation and presentation of alternatives in future fea-sibility reports. However, they stressed that there willlikely be some lag between these changes and publication ofreports prepared under the new guidelines because studiestake years to complete, and the full effect of the changeswill only be realized ax new surveys are conducted from thebeginning under the revised regulations.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION OF OMB CIRCULAR A-109 AS A

MEANS OF IMPROVING BUREAU AND CORPS

PRESENTATIONS OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

On April 5, 1976, the Office of Management and Budget
(CMB) issued OMB Circular A-i09, providing policy guidance
to Federal agencies in the procurement and acquisition of
major systems. OMB's basic intent under A-109 is to (1)initiate new starts for major system acquisitions on the
basis of agency statements of mission needs which have
been approved by the agency head and (2) competitively ex-
plore alternate system design concepts of meeting these
needs. Additionally, the circular stresses the importance
of maintaining competition as far into the acquisition
process as it remains economically beneficial. 1/

The agency statements of mission needs required under
A-109 provide an analysis of the agency's missions. Acency
missions are defined by the Comptroller General of theUnited States in Terms Used in the Budetary Process, July
1977, as:

"* * * those responsibilities for meeting national
needs assigned to a specific agency. Agency mis-
sions are expressed in terms of the purpose to
be served by the programs authorized to carry out
functions or subfunctions which,by law, are the
responsibility of that agency and its component
organizations."

The statements of mission needs are to be prepared whenever
the agency's analysis of its mission identifies either a de-
ficiency in existing agency capabilities or an opportunity
to establish new capabilities in response to a technologi-
cally feasible opportunity. According to OMB, the components
of the mission-need statement include the mission purpose,
capability, agency components involved, time constraints,

1/A more detailed explanation of the mission budgeting con-
cept and OMB Circular A-109 is presented in (1) OMB's
pamphlet, "Major System Acquisitions, A Discussion of theApplication of OMB Circular No. A-109," August 1976 and
(2) our report to the Congress, "Mission Budgeting: Dis-cussion and Illustration of the Concept in Research and
Development Programs" (PSAD-77-124, July 27, 1977).
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worth or valus of meeting the need, relative priority,
and the operating constraints. However, the means by whichthe mission need is to be satisfied is not to be expressed
in these statements.

As a result of implementing A-109, the Bureau and theCorps will be required to make two primary policy changes,both during the early project stage. The first change willrequire each agency to make a mission analysis of its re-sources and reflect this analysis through a budget presenta-
tion. Although A-109 alone does not require Peleral agen-cies to adopt mission budgeting, it does carry out theprovisions of section 601(i) of the Congressional BudgetAct of 1974 which requires that beginning with fiscal year1979, the agency's budget should be presented in terms ofagency roles, missions, and programs in addition to tradi-tional methods of budget presentation. The second policy
change will require both agencies to increase their con-sideration of alternatlves by soliciting alternative conceptsfrom Federal agencies and private industry to insure that allfeasible srlutions are considered. The effect of thesechanges in policy are discussed below.

The first change will require each agency to presentits budget according to the mission needs of the agency.The actual budget categories will identify specific mis-
sion needs for which funding may be directed. This approachto budget presentation should enable the Congress to makebetter decisions when establishing budget priorities. Itprovides the Congress with more clearcut information con-cerning each agency's needs and focuses attention on thoseneeds early in the acquisition process before project al-ternatives are pursued and major resources committed. TheCongress will then have the opportunity to fund missionneeds at the earliest possible stages, before the commitment
of agency resources ot the development of alternatives.
OMB views this early involvement by the Congress as a majorimprovement over past practices. It believes that the pos-sibility for spending vast funds on a mission without con-gressional awareness would be virtually eliminated with this
change.

The second area of policy change under A-109 calls
for competition during the early project stages. This changeis also compatible with the mission budgeting concept be-cause it requires the competitive development of alternativesolutions to resolve the mission need during the early stagesof the project. A major benefit of this approach would bethe increased competitiveness from the A-109 requirement
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that alternative concepts should be solicited from a wide
range of sources. Although the agency charged with fulfill-
ing a mission may consider alternatives originating from the
agency's own inhouse capability, A-109 requires that the se-
lection of an alternative be made by the agency head.

BUREAU'S APPROACH TO A-109

The Bureau has not adopted or implemented the provisions
of Circular A-109 because the Department of the Interior's
official position is that A-109 does not apply to its programs.
Projects and programs of the agencies, within the Interior,
conceived and authorized by present procedures, are speci-
fically defined by law and are usually initiated by the Con-
gress. However, before the Congress authorizes any major
construction project for the Interior, the Interior makes
a determination of the most economical and advantageous
method of accomplishing the program through the preparation
of feasibility studies. The Interior believes that these
studies exceed the requirements of A-109. After the comple-
tion of these feasibility studies, the Congress decides
whether to authorize the commencement Jf work and this au-
thorization is made cn a specific project-by-project basis.

The Interior stressed the significance of the fact that
it has been years since it has actually proposed the initia-
tion of construction on a new project. Therefore, due to
the manner in which its projects are authorized and also
because of the feasibility studies it has prepared, Inte-
rior officials do not believe that additional measures
should be required of them under A-109.

OMB, on the other hand, believes that A-109 does apply
to the Department of the Interior and its components. On
December 16, 1977, OMB sent a letter to the Secretary of
the Interior which said that OMB believed the Interior could
realize significant benefits througn implementation of A-109
and suggested that further discussions be held. OMB offi-
cials told us that, if necessary, they will require the In-
terior to comply with these provisions.

CORPS' APPROACH TO A-109

Other than to designate an official responsible for im-
plementation of A-109 provisions, the Corps has done little
toward specifically implementing the circular's provisions.
However, officials maintain that current tequlations Qovern-
ing the planning, design, and construction of major water
resources systems are consistent with the acquisition approach
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called for in A-109. They said that future efforts inimplementing A-109 will focus on identifying additional op-portunir 'es within tbs civil works program to solicit al-ternative design proposals.

CONCLUSIONS

When A-109 is fully implemented by the 3ureau and theCorps, changes will have to be made to their existing regula-tions and procedures. Both agencies will have to solicit
alternative system design concepts from private industry andother agencies, as well as independently develop their own.This will be required at the earliest stages of the feasi-
bility study for each project.

After OK8 approves the Bureau's and the Corps' A-109
implementing policies, both agencies will begin developing
their own mission need statements. These statements will befurnished to the Congress in support of funding requests forthe purpose of soliciting alternative design concepts. How-ever, because the acouisition of major systems in the FederalGovernment is a lengthy process, it will probably be severalyears before the complete effects of A-109 are known.
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August 5, 1977

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General
General Accounting Office
411 G. Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Elmer:

We are requesting that a study of certain aspects of water resources
programs be conducted by your office for the Senate Budget Committee.
This study will center on those aspects of water resources programs that
affect the authorization of individual projects. Re:ults of the study
should be presented to the Committee in a series of ;eparate reports.

Water is a limited resource. Where it is scarce, development of any
kind is limited drastically. Careful allocation and wise, conservative
use of our remaining water resources are becoming more and more critical
as our population expands and our supplies of fresh water are depleted.

Moreover, our water reousrces programs bear closer scrutiny from an
economic standpoint. The Administration recently has raised questions
concerning the documention of need, the accuracy of benefit-cost ratio
analyses, and the enormous cost overruns that have occurred in some
water projects. Congress and the Administration agree on the need for a
water resources program which promotes prudent fiscal policy and careful
resource planning.

To enable Congress to set national spending priorities and accordingly
to direct and control water resources programs, all pertinent information
pertaining to water projects authorizations must be accurately presented to
the committees involved. To provide a complete picture, alternatives to
projects and their associated costs must be delineated. Also, Congress
sorely needs better information on costs at the time of project authorization
and during construction for predictive purposes. Committees should be
notified as estimated costs change during construction, so that projects
can be reevaluated on a regular basis.

We wish to see the GAO study directed to four main areas elaborated
,pon here:

1. Benefit-cost ratio analysis

(a) A procedure should be outlined whereby the benefits and
costs of alternatives to individual projects are identified for
authorizing committees. These data would make possible rigorous
comparisons with the standard benefit-cost ratio analyses on water
projects and provide for well-informed decisions as to the need for
perticular projects.
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(b) The general methodology of benefit-cost ratio analysis as
carried out by the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation
should be investigated. Particular emphasis should be directed to
identification of questionable benefits such as area redevelopment,
enhancement of project values, recreation values, and fish and wildlife
enhancement. These types of benefits deserve special consideration, for
by pushing benefit-cost ratios above unity, they can make projects appear
economically sound. As examples, projects in varying stages of
completion should be examined to find if the validity of benefits claimed
at project authorization can be reaffirmed during and after construction.

(c) The use of probability analysis in the calculation of benefits for
water resources projects should be reviewed. For example, for a flood
control project, is the probability of the flood occurring during the life
of the project used to calculate benefits or is the flood assumed to be
a certainty? Similarly, are probabilities assigned to such variables as
local populatior, growth projections? Data on the effects of probability
analysis on benefit-cost ratios and determination of the most realistic
method of calculating the value of benefits should result.

2. Cost projections

(a) The accuracy of the estimated costs in authorization bills for
water resources projects should be evaltited. Alternative methods
of cost estimation should be suggested that would permit Increased
accuracy at the time of project authorization. We recognize that GAO
has investigated cost indexing dun-9g project construction by the
Bureau of Reclamation. Similar analyses should be done for the Corps
of Engineers. Suggested means of monitoring intra-agency cost estimation
and cost indexing should be made.

(b) Alternative procedures for funding projects leading to closer
regulation by authorizing committees should be determined. The
effectiveness of cost ceilings on Bureau of Reclamation projects should b-
evaluated, and recommendations concerning similar treatment of Corps
of Engineers projects should be made. The impact of requiring re-
authorization of Corps projects when the estimated cost is exceeded
should be Included. Regulation of spendout rates by authorizing projects
in steps (as in the Phase I stage of Corps projects) should be studied.

(c) A determination of the total nunber of authorized projects and
the estimated remaining cost of these should be made. The proportion of
these for which funds have not been approriated, current methods of
project deauthorization, and new suggestions for deauthorization should
be determined.
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3. Efficiency of roject construction. The GAO should Investigatethe rates at which Projects should be constructed such that theresources of a particular agepcy are best utilized and the realcosts are kept at a minimum.

4. Individual Project authorization. The study should include ananalysis of general options for continuing authorizations of individualwater resources projects. It may be that benefits to the nation canbe maximized through authorization of general water resources develcp-ment plans rather than through individual project authorizations.Alternative plans shculd be identified and their nerits reviewed.

All sections of this study should be completed and transmitted to theBudget Committee by Oc ,sber 1, 1978. We have chosen this rather lengthytime frame for two reasons. First. a very detailed, in-depth analysis ofthe more complicated parts of this study should be possible in this timeperiod. Second, it wilt allow the GAO to incorporate the recommendationsand revisions resulting from President Carter's review of national waterresources policy (to be completed November 1) in the study, and to evaluatethese formally. We believe, however, that some parts of the study couldbe completed well before the final deadline. Therefore, we are requestingthat your staff meet with Brenda Tremper of the Senate Budget Committeestaff to schedule completion of draft and final versions of a series ofseparate reports on these issues.

With best wishes, we are

Hen ry Be ll2
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PROJECT REPORTS REVIEWED BY GAO

BUREAU:

Dolores Project, Feasi.ility Report, November 1963

Mirage Flats Project, Feasibility Report, December 1965

Kanopolis Unit, Feasibility Report, March 1975

Mogollon Mesa Project, Feasibility Report, January 1975

Sioux Falls Unit, Feasibility Report, August 1975

McGee Creek Project, Interim Feasibility Report, June
1976

CORPS:

Hay Creek-Birdsboro Schuylkill River Basin, Pennsylvania,
Interim Feasibility Report, January 1973

Santa Anna River Main Stem including Santiago Creek and
Oak Street Drain, Feasibility Report, December 1975

Jonesport }arbor, Maine, Feasibility Report, April 1976

Park River Subbasin, North Dakota, Feasibility Report,
September 1976

Upper Baker Project, Skagit River Basin, Washington,
Feasibility Report, May 1977

(08025)
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